The purpose of automatic text simplification is to transform technical or difficult to understand texts into a more friendly version. The semantics must be preserved during this transformation. Automatic text simplification can be done at different levels (lexical, syntactic, semantic, stylistic...) and relies on the corresponding knowledge and resources (lexicon, rules...). Our objective is to propose methods and material for the creation of transformation rules from a small set of parallel sentences differentiated by their technicity. We also propose a typology of transformations and quantify them. We work with French-language data related to the medical domain, although we assume that the method can be exploited on texts in any language and from any domain.
Introduction
The purpose of automatic text simplification is to provide a simplified version for a given text. Simplification can be done at lexical, syntactic, semantic but also pragmatic and stylistic levels. Simplification can be useful in two main contexts: as help provided to human readers, which guarantees better access and understanding of the content of documents (Son et al., 2008; Paetzold and Specia, 2016; Arya et al., 2011; Leroy et al., 2013) , and as a pre-processing step for other NLP tasks and applications, which makes easier the work of other NLP modules and may improve the overall results (Chandrasekar and Srinivas, 1997; Vickrey and Koller, 2008; Blake et al., 2007; Stymne et al., 2013; Wei et al., 2014; Beigman Klebanov et al., 2004) . We can see that potentially this task may play an important role.
Three main types of methods are currently exploited in text simplification:
• Methods based on knowledge and rules. For instance, the use of WordNet (Miller et al., 1993 ) may provide equivalent expressions for difficult words (Carroll et al., 1998; Bautista et al., 2009) , or help with the choice of synonyms using their frequency De Belder and Moens, 2010; Drndarevic et al., 2012) or their length (Bautista et al., 2009) . One limitation of such methods is their weak recall performance (De Belder and Moens, 2010) and confusion between difficult and simple words (Shardlow, 2014) ;
• Methods based on distribution probabilities, like word embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al., 2014) , are used to acquire a lexicon and substitution rules for simplification. When trained on relevant data (Wikipedia, Simple Wikipedia, PubMed Central...), word embeddings can contain simpler equivalents, that can be exploited to perform the simplification (Glavas and Stajner, 2015; Kim et al., 2016) . Nonetheless, such methods require consequent filtering to keep only the best candidates. Those methods generally provide good coverage and, when the filtering is efficient, good precision;
• Methods issued from machine translation tackle the problem as translation from technical to simple text. A growing number of works propose to exploit this type of method to English texts (Zhao et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2010; Wubben et al., 2012; Sennrich et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016a,b; Zhang and Lapata, 2017; Nisioi et al., 2017) . They exploit corpora made of parallel and aligned sentences, that mainly derive from the Simple English WikipediaEnglish Wikipedia corpus (SEW-EW). Globally, those methods seem to maintain a balance between the quality of the simplification, good coverage and precision.
Almost all the existing works address text simplification in English, while other languages are poorly described. Yet, whatever the method and language it is necessary to have available suitable resources for making the transformations required by the task. This work is intended as a basis to design a method and to use it for preparing linguistic data for the creation of transformation rules.
Linguistic Data
We exploit an existing corpus with comparable documents 1 differentiated by their technicity: technical documents and the corresponding simplified documents. The corpus is composed of documents from three sources: information on drugs, encyclopedia articles and abstracts from systematic reviews. We use simple and simplified interchangeably in our work. Yet, a simplified document is the result of the simplification process of a technical document, like the simplified abstracts from systematic reviews; while a simple document is issued from an independently written simple document, like drug information and encyclopedia articles. In the used corpus, the technical part contains over 2.8M occurrences, and the simplified part contains over 1.5M occurrences. A subset of this corpus has been manually aligned at the level of sentences, which provides 663 pairs of parallel sentences exploited in our work. These pairs of sentences show two types of relations:
• With inclusion, simplification is also peformed at the syntactic level, as the example above illustrates. Typically, subordinate and inserted clauses, information between brackets, some adjectives of adverbs are deleted during the simplification, like the information between brackets (43 participants and la spécificité). Semantic inclusion also involves enumerations: technical sentences with coordination can be segmented into lists with separate items in the simplified versions. Yet, enumerations with comma-separated items can be found in either technical and simplified documents. We should also point out that syntactic and lexical transformations often occur together. 
Methods
The methods for annotating and preparing the linguistic data for the description of simplificationinduced transformations rely on three main dimensions: (1) control of the semantic inclusion relations, when sentences are split or merged during the simplification (Section 3.1); (2) semantic annotation of pairs of sentences to describe more precisely the transformations (Section 3.2); and (3) syntactic tagging and analysis for joining the semantic and syntactic information (Section 3.3).
Merging and Splitting of Sentences
One typical strategy applied during text simplification consists in merging or splitting the technical sentences when creating simple sentences (Brouwers et al., 2014) . When merged, the technical sentences become shorted, which allows their merging into one sentence which yet remains readable in the simplified version. On contrary, when a given technical sentence contains more than one clause, like one main and one secondary, it can be split into two sentences by transforming the secondary clause into the main clause of another sentence. Sometimes, the splitting should be blocked because it can make the understanding of the main clause more difficult (Brunato et al., 2014) . In our corpus, merged and split sentences are detected using their proximity in the corpus and multiple alignments, like in these examples: Note that in the case of merging, the complex sentences when they are merged get also other simplifications, such as synonymy for instance.
Semantic Annotation
The simplification-induced transformations are annotated semantically using YAWAT (Yet Another Word Alignment Tool) (Germann, 2008) . YAWAT permits to visualize and manipulate parallel texts. The tool was designed for working with parallel bilingual texts related to mutual translations (Yu et al., 2012) . We propose to exploit it with monolingual parallel texts related to simplification. YAWAT displays the two parallel and aligned sentences side by side. The annotator can then align the words using the matrix (Figure 1 ), and to assign the type of transformation to each pair of text segments considered. The number of squares displayed vertically correspond to the number of words that are counted in the sentence on the left (that is, the technical sentence). The number of squares displayed horizontally correspond to the number of words that are counted in the sentence on the right (that is, the simple sentence). Then, in order to match word/group of words that correspond to a simplification phenomenon, the user has to click on the square that corresponds in both sentences. The fact that the text in the two columns are the same permits the user to click on the right square easily. The transformation types permits to describe more precisely their semantic nature. We defined a set of transformation types using previous similar work and observations on our corpus (Brunato et al., 2014) . The proposed typology contains up to 25 transformations (Figure 2 ):
• literal is the default value which is kept when the words are identical in both sentences,
• synonym: substitution of technical term by its synonym {effets négligeables ; effets délétères} ({insignificant effects ; deleterious effects}),
• hyperonym: technical term is replaced by its hyperonym {clindamicine ; médicament} ({clindamycin ; drug}),
• hyponym: technical term is replaced by its hyponym {benzodiazépines ; bromazepam} ({benzodiazepine ; bromazepam})
• p2a (and a2p): verb in passive voice in technical sentence is replaced by its active voice {ne doit jamaisêtre utilisé ; ne prenez jamais} ({should never be used ; never use}), and the contrary {n'a aucun ; n'est pas attendu} ({does not have ; is not expected})
• pronominalization: substitution by pronouns {l'antibioprophylaxie ; elle} ({the antibiotic prophylaxis ; it}),
• p2n: substitution of pronoun by its reference {elles ; ce médicament} ({they ; this drug}),
• v2n (and n2v): substitution of verbs by nouns {conduire ; conduite} ({to drive ; driving}), and the contrary {l'arrêt du traitement ; arrêter brutalement} ({cessation of treatment ; stop at once})
• n2a (and a2n): substitution of nouns by their adjectives {allergies ; allergiques} ({allergies ; allergic}), and the contrary {cardiaque ; du coeur} ({cardiac ; of the heart}),
• s2p (and p2s): substitution of singular forms by plural forms {de tout antibiotique ; d'antibiotiques} ({of any antibiotic ; of antibiotics}), and the contrary {les enfants ; l'enfant} ({the children ; the child}),
• specification: adding explanation to technical term {bêta-lactamines ; bêta-lactamines (pénicilline, céphalosporine)} ({beta-lactam ; beta-lactam (penicillin, cephalosporins)}). The difference with synonymy is that, instead of substitution, the technical term remains and its explanation (definition, examples) is added,
• generalization: removal of some information {arrêt du traitement et contre indique toute nouvelle administration du clindamycine ; arrêt du traitement} ({cessation of treatment and contra-indicate any new administration of clindamycine ; cessation of treatment}),
• duplication: two or more occurrences of a given term in simple sentence,
• adj2adv (and adv2adj): substitution of adjectives by adverbs {récente ; récemment} ({recent ; recently}), and the contrary {tardif ; tard} ({late ; late}),
• agt2act (and act2agt): substitution of agent by the action {conducteurs ; conduite} ({drivers ; driving}), and the contrary {conduite ; conducteurs} ({driving ; drivers}),
• cau2eff (and eff2cau): substitution of cause by its effect {prescrits ; utilisés} ({prescribed ; used}), and the contrary {dans le traitement ; chez les patients atteints} ({during the treatment ; in affected patients}),
• aff2neg (and neg2aff): substitution of affirmative form of information by negative form with the same meaning {présentant une absence complète ; n'avez aucune} ({indicating total absence ; you have no}), and the contrary {ne pas ;éviter} ({should not ; avoid}).
Since it is common that some sequences can be tagged with several concurrent tags, we defined the priority rules, such as a2n > synonym, like in {cardiaque ; du coeur} ({cardiac ; of the heart}), because it describes the transformation more precisely. Since it is common that some sequences can be tagged with several concurrent tags, we prioritized part-of-speech related tags over synonymy because it is more precize, like in {cardiaque ; du coeur} ({cardiac ; of the heart}). Similarly, pronominalization is prioritized over verbal features, and also all the lexical transformations over syntactic transformations.
Syntactic Analysis
Syntactic analysis permits to linguistically annotate the parallel sentences and to mark within them the syntactic groups. Syntactic processing is done with Cordial (Laurent et al., 2009) , which performs tokenization, POS-tagging, lemmatisation and syntactic analysis into constituents. In Table 1, we provide an example of Cordial tagging and analysis for the sentence dalacine n'a aucun effet ou qu'un effet négligeable sur l'aptitudeà conduire des véhicules età utiliser des machines.
(dalacine has no effect or the effect is insignificant on the capacity to drive vehicles and to use machines. ) We can see that the sequence un effet négligeble (insignificant effect) belongs to the same syntactic group, stated in column synt. group. Besides, the syntactic head is effet (effect), which has the same number as the syntactic groupe (9) and, being common noun (NC), it characterizes this group as nominal phrase.
Results and Discussion

Merging and Splitting of Sentences
We counted 51 cases in which two of more technical sentences are merged into one simple sentence, and 16 cases in which technical sentences are split into two or more simple sentences. In a previous work, it was noticed that the merging of sentences during the simplification is rare (Brouwers et al., 2014 ). Yet, in our corpus, we observe the contrary: much more technical sentences are merged than split. We can see several explanations:
• The cited work (Brouwers et al., 2014 ) is done on articles from Wikipedia and Vikidia. Vikidia is designed for 8-13 year old children and relies on strong guidelines when creating the articles. One of the rules is to use short and clear sentences. In our work, Wikipedia and Vikidia correspond to the encycopedia part of the corpus. The two other subcorpora (drug leaflets and scientific abstracts) do not respect same writing principles.
• Drug leaflets frequently use coordinations with disorders, known adverse effects, functions, etc. Often, they are presented as itemized lists in technical documents, while in simplified documents then occur within coordinated sentences.
• In abstracts of systematic reviews, technical sentences are often shortened during their simplification in order to keep the main information. Then, possibly as consequence of it, the sentences may be merged. Notice also that there is no clear guidelines when writing plain-language abstracts and that each editor may apply its own principles.
Semantic Annotation
In Figure 3 , we present the typology of the simplification-induced transformations. The Figure also contains information on prevalence of each transformation in terms of its frequence and percentage. We distinguish several highlevel transformations, which may also be present in the existing typologies (Brunato et al., 2014; Brouwers et al., 2014) : lexical substitution, lexical addition, lexical deletion, syntactic substitution, pronominalization and use of affirmative and negated forms. The biggest set of transformations (965 occurrences, 69%) is related to lexical substitutions, within which we differentiate substitutions with semantic shift (hyponymy and hyperonymy) and without semantic shift (synonymy and morphological transformation). We subsequently have lexical additions or specifications (199 occurrences, 14%), when explanations are added to technical terms in simplifed sentences, and lexical deletions or generalizations (132 occurrences, 9%), when some information is shortened and removed during the simplification. Then we consider that the only pure syntactic substitutions correpospond to active and passive voices of verbs. Hence, singular/plural and other verbal features belong to lexical substitutions without semantic shift. Pronominalization, and use of positive and negative equivalent expressions correspond to distinct small types of transformations. By comparison with the typology from (Brouwers et al., 2014), we separated synonymy from hyperonymy because they have fundamental differences (semantic equivalence or subsumption) and require specific methods and resources. We differentiate several syntactic and morphological transformations, while in the citetd work, only the passive/active transformation is considered. Another difference is that we do not differentiate betweel lexical and semantic transformations: semantics becomes a feature of lexical substitutions.
By comparison with the typology from (Brunato et al., 2014) , the authors differentiate several types of word insertion and deletion, according to the syntactic nature of these words (verb, noun...). We do not make this differentiation because, in most cases, insertions and deletions apply to syntactic clauses. Besides, we considered the shift of grammatical categories as lexical substitution, which we describe with detail according to the POS categories. Unlike in the cited work, we consider separately hyperonymy, hyponymy and synonymy, because they have fundamental differences and require specific methods and resources.
Finally, by comparison with the typology from (Vila et al., 2011) , which is dedicated to the general description of paraphrases and does not specifically aim transformations due to the simplification, we notice several similarities. The main difference is that the authors separated lexical substitutions and morphological derivations, which we keep together because they all apply at the word level. Yet, we can differentiate them through the use of syntactic infomartion.
On the whole, we count 1,394 transformations, which gives 2.1 transformations per pair of sentences on average. In Table 2 , we indicate the frequency of the most frequent types of transformations according to whether they occur in split or merged sentences, or generally in the corpus (the total column). As in Figure 3 , the most frequent transformations are related to the use of synonyms, and the specification and generalization of contents. These types are frequent in the whole corpus and, by consequence, in merged and split sentences. There is no real association between sentence splitting or merging and transformations. At the more fine-grained level, we observe that:
• a2n (adjective → noun) transformations (53 occ.) may be necessary to replace adjectives, often coined on suppletive bases (cardiac), by the corresponding nouns, often coined on alternative native bases (heart),
• hyperonymy transformations (48 occ.) permit to use words with broader meaning, which may make the understanding easier,
• hyponymy transformations (51 occ.) permit to use instanciations and terms with narrower meaning, which may also make the understanding easier,
• n2v (noun → verb) transformations (35 occ.) make the sentence less abstract by replacing concept by the action, and hence easier to understand.
It may seem counter-intuitive that there are more cases of hyponymy than hyperonymy in simplification, however, this can be explained. Indeed, in the simple side of the drug corpus, the exact name of the drug is given, when on the technical side of the drug corpus, the name given is the therapeutical class of the drug. For instance, there is a case where we have IEC (ACE inhibitor) on the technical side and Moex (the name of a drug) on the simple side. Since Moex is a kind of IEC, then Moex is a hyponym for IEC. 
Syntactic Analysis
Syntactic analysis permitted to associate semantic and syntactic information. One issue is that, with the substitutions, the POS-tags or syntactic groups remain identical in 221 cases. In several other cases, the original syntactic group is completed with other groups (GN → GP GN, GN → GN GAdj). Besides, up to 531 transformations start from nominal groups, up to 190 from prepositional groups and up to 174 from verbal groups. Overall, this means that: (1) the syntactic analysis may provide important clues for the detection of frontiers of the sequences to transform; (2) words and expressions of various syntactic nature are involved in transformations (nouns, verbs, adjectives...); (3) nouns and noun groups, often corresponding to concepts, occupy important place among the transformations.
Conclusion and Future Work
We proposed to work with parallel sentences differentiated by their technicity: technical and simplified contents are put in parallel. The main purpose is to describe the transformations involved during the simplification. Hence, the sentences are characterized on three dimensions: splitting and merging of sentences, semantic annotation of the transformations, and their syntactic annotation. We also propose a typology of transformations and quantify them. For instance, our work indicates that among the most frequent transformations we can find: synonymy, specification (insertion of additional information), generalization (removal of information), pronominalization, substitution of adjectives by the corresponding nouns, and swich between singular and plural forms. The material prepared will be used for the creation of transformation rules joining syntactic, lexical and semantic information. These rules will be later used for the simplification of biomedical texts.
